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Q1. Why had Rustomji’s smuggling offences not be discovered earlier?  

Ans. Rustomji was on very good terms with the customs officials. They believed his 

bills to be correct and never investigated them. Some of them might have been 

conniving at the bills for certain other reasons. That was why his offences had not 

been discovered earlier.  

Q2. What did Rustomji consider to be the greater cause for shame to him?  

Ans. Ructomji had been smuggling goods, i.e. importing them illegally without 

paying due tax on them. It had been discovered and if this discovery had become 

public, Rustomji's name and fame was at stake. In other words, the publicity of 

Rustomji's smuggling offences was the greatest cause for his feeling ashamed.  

Q3. What did Gandhi ji consider to be a greater cause for Rustomji's shame?  

Ans. According to Gandhi ji, the real source of shame lay in committing the crime, 

not in its publicity or the punishment to follow. The punishment was not the source 

of shame but a deterring factor, a penance for the committed offence.  

Q4. Which words that Rustomji used to describe his offence show us that he 

did not consider smuggling to be a moral offence?  

Ans. Rustomji called his smuggling activities merely 'tricks of the trade'. These words 

show that he didn’t consider it a moral offence,  

Q5. Who, according to Gandhi ji, was the one, who would finally decide, 

whether Rustomji was to be saved or not?  

Ans. According to Gandhi ji, 'God' was the one, who would finally decide, whether 

Rustomji was to be saved or not. As for Gandhi j' he was ready to help Rustomji and 

tried to save him through confession of the offence.  

Q6. Gandhi ji and the other counsel differed in the way in which they thought 

the case ought to be handled. How did (a) Gandhi ji and (b) the other counsel 

hope to settle the case?  

Ans. Gandhi ji and the other counsel thought on different lines regarding the mode 

of handling the case.  

(a) Gandhi ji wanted to have the case settled through confession before the Customs 

officer guided by the Attorney General and then either pay the penalty or undergo 

imprisonment. He had no hope for Rustomji’s acquittal.  

(b) The other counsel was in favor of fighting the case in the court and facing the 

decision of the jury.  

Q7. Gandhi ji spoke of two penances:  

(a) What were they?  

(b) Which of them did Rustomji not want to do?  

Ans. Gandhi ji spoke of two types of penance-one, to go to jail, if the penalty option 

fails. The other was to take a pledge not to indulge in smuggling again. As for 
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Rustomji, he didn't want to go to jail, though he was ready to pay the penalty. As 

regards the other penance, Rustomji did take an oath not to repeat his offence.  

Q8. Why did Gandhi ji had to go to the Customs Officer as well as to see the 

Attorney General?  

Ans. Gandhi ji went to the Customs Officer, because he didn't want to take the case 

to a court. He knew that the case was to be made by the Customs Officer. So, he 

chose to see the officer with a clean confession of the crime and the offer to pay the 

penalty. Luckily, the Officer didn't insist on prosecuting Rustomji, if he was so 

ordered by his senior, the Attorney General. Mr. Gandhi had to go to the Attorney 

General to persuade him to allow the Customs Officer to settle the case through a 

compromise to pay the proper penalty. The Customs Officer could do that only, if 

the Attorney General had no objection to it. Luckily, the Attorney General 

appreciated Gandhiji's frank and open confession and, willingly, allowed the 

compromise after paying the proper penalty.  

Q9. Which two qualities of Gandhi ji’s helped him to persuade the Attorney 

General not to drag Rustomji to a court?  

Ans. Gandhiji's frank approach and persistence helped him to persuade the Attorney 

General for a compromise and not to drag Rustomji to a Court.  

Q10. What did Rustomji (a) lose (b) partly save by the settlement of the case?  

Ans. (a) Rustomji had to pay only twice of the real duty amount as penality. Clearly, 

his monetary loss was ordinary.  

(b) Rustomji saved his honour and fame, which would have been totally ruined, if the 

Customs Officer had sent the case to a court. Moreover, Rustomji learnt a bitter 

lesson for the future and that was perhaps his biggest gain.  

LANGUAGE WORK 

Q1: Use the following words both as nouns and verbs:  

Ans.  

Wrong Two wrongs cannot make a right.(n) 

Law doesn't permit a man to wrong his wife.(v) 

Rest We sat down in the shade for a rest. (n)  

Let the labourer rest for a while. (v) 

Shame Shame on you for such dirty remarks. (n) 

His misdeeds have shamed his family. 

Promise Never go back on your promise. (n) 

I must do what I have promised. (v) 

Compromise  The case was, finally, settled through a compromise. (n) 

We never compromise on the quality of our goods. (v) 
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Fate Man is the architect of his own fate. (n) 

He was fated to die a horrible death. (v) 

Light I saw the light of the day in 1954. (n) 

Light the lamp; it is getting dark. (v) 

Hand A hand has four fingers and a thumb. (n) 

Hand over this book to me. (v) 

Pay What is your monthly pay? (n) 

One must pay for his bad deeds. (v) 

End This story has a comic end. (n) 

The match ended in a draw. (v) 

(e) Match the following 

A B 

1. tricks of the trade  ways of attracting customers, gaining  an  

advantage over merchants in the business, etc. 

2. on trust  without proof; without checking 

3. put off postpone 

4. be inclined to  feel a wish to 

5. insist on ask something with determination 

6. to connive at take no notice of (something that is wrong);  

suggesting consent or approval is given 

7. to rest with to be used as one wishes 

8. at stake win or lose, depending upon the result of 

something 

9. at one's disposal be left in the hands of or charge of 

10. To bring to bear upon direct, apply, or use (something) upon 

11. Consult with take advice (from) 

12. Enter into correspondence with  begin exchanging letters with 

13. Transitory contrition sorrow (for wrongdoing) that does not last 

long 

14. reduce to writing write down 

 


